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The previous two years have witnessed an alarming number of such incidents. Government Departments as well as entire 

agencies at both state and federal levels have been the victim of cyber attacks. Increased digitization of all aspects of modern life 

has not stopped to exclude government agencies. With increasing online and data usage, government databases have positioned 

themselves as a major target for hackers and acts of cyber warfare. This is shocking because if the web presences and software 

applications of all government agencies are not secure enough, then how will private organizations be? Computer systems in 22 

smalsmall Texas towns have been hacked, seized and held for ransom in a widespread, coordinated cyber attack that has sent state 

emergency-management officials scrambling. But this was not the first nor was it the only one such instance.

In most ransomware cases, the identities and whereabouts of culprits are cloaked by clever 

digital diversions. Intelligence officials, using data collected by the National Security Agency 

and others in an effort to identify the sources of the hacking, say many have come from 

Eastern Europe, Iran as well as the United States in some cases.  The U.S. Department of 

Defense has published a cyber strategy doctrine that highlights the department’s strategic 

cyber goals such as building and maintaining forces to conduct cyberspace operations, secure 

and defend DoD data, be prepared for disruptive and destructive cyber-attacks targeted 

towtowards the United States and to integrate cyber options and alliances into plans. Incidentally, 

the U.S. has been at the receiving end of ransomware attacks more than any other country in 

the world, accounting for 53% of the global incidents. Hence it is highly recommended to keep 

monitoring the security of your systems, applications and anything else digitized. 

Increasing Cyber Attacks on Government Agencies

Every Monday is regarded as a “blue day” in places of work because that is the time you need to get back to office after a 

remarkable weekend.  Every employee seems to hate this day.  Keeping an objective mindset, even the boss hates a Monday! But 

why is there this much resentment to go to an office?  The tedious workload, being seated continuously in front of a computer, 

work pressure, and occasional reprimanding by the management could be valid reasons.  But this is why an office is called a 

work place and not a place of leisure.  There will be certain obstacles when you “earn” your money.  But you can still have fun at 

work.work. And, this doesn’t have to interfere with office etiquette or your timings. It also can be more than the occasional 

half-an-hour of fun activity that is “officially” organized by the management of your company. 

The secret ingredient is not to think of work as “work”.  That is, the concept of work in your mind needs to be changed. Think of 

your time at the workplace to be a Playstation or computer game.  Each day is a stage in the game.  In your mind, your office 

should be a virtual reality game where all present play different characters. Your mission will be to collect points (by completing 

your work) and avoiding troubles with the office’s management. That should be your daily mission and you have to complete it 

at any cost.’’ This is just an example of how you could have fun at work and looking forward to each Monday. Besides, this could 

spuspur the competitive spirit in you resulting in more successes. You need to remember, it is the perspective that makes the world 

and not other way around. 

Having Fun at Work



Fake Reviews on Amazon: 

Amazon has been facing more and more allegations of fake reviews. Amazon has previously 

disputed this and argued that the companies profit from trying to “instill” and exploit consumer 

distrust. Related to this, Faceook has been urged to shut groups where fake Amazon Reviews 

are sold.

50 years since birth of ATM: 

TheThe automated teller machine, known primarily now as ATM made its American debut at a 

Chemical Bank in Rockville Centre, Long Island, on September 1969.  Hence this month marks 50 

years since the advent of ATMs, on which population using printed notes is still dependent.

Detecting Misuse of Google: 

Google announced a new bug bounty program through which security researchers can report 

cases of abuse where third-party apps are stealing or misusing Google user data.

Business Analyst (Jacksonville, Florida):  

Experience in collecting and analyzing information to determine the objective of technological solutions is required.  The candidate should be able 

to write system and programming specifications so that the system will meet user needs when it is implemented.  In addition, assistance needs 

has to be provided by the candidate in designing solutions for general maintenance requests that resolve system problems. 

Project Manager (Jacksonville, Florida):  

TheThe candidate should have 10 years of working experience as Scrum Master, Project Manager, or analyst on technical projects (Software 

Development, or Big Data). In addition, the person should have a proven track record of identifying and implementing improvements to processes 

and projects. Working knowledge of Big Data and the Hadoop Ecosystem is one of the preferred qualifications.

IT Recruiter (Jacksonville, Florida):  

TheThe person should have experience in complete IT Recruitment Life Cycle from sourcing, screening, interviewing, negotiating and following up 

with candidates. Responsibilities will include building a decent pipeline or database of candidates - Evaluating and validating technical resumes 

through search engines (Dice.com, Monster.com). – Good experience in doing Boolean search is preferred. 

Hadoop SPARK Developer (Jacksonville, Florida):  

ExperienExperience in Hadoop, MapReduce, Hbase/Relevant NoSQL Technologies in real-life large scale Big Data projects is required. In addition, 

programming experience in SCALA is mandatory while experience with Apache SQL and Hortonworks HDP is preferred. The ideal candidate will 

also have proficiency in soft skills such as communication (verbal and written) and experience in Healthcare domain.

Sr. Java Developer (Jacksonville, Florida):  

MinimumMinimum requirements include experience in designing, coding, testing, debugging, and documenting software applications. The candidate 

should be able to devise or modify procedures for solving complex problems that are related to computer equipment capacity and limitations, 

operating time, as well as desired results.
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